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Abstract

Epidemiological data confirm the rising incidence of depression associated with suicidal ideation and cardiovascular comorbidities of coronary
type. In contradiction with the large number of antidepressant drugs, the therapeutic results are not satisfactory, with numerous existing
incomplete remissions characterized by maintained cellular dysfunctionalities that amplify the cognitive deterioration and the risk of several
somatic comorbidities. The surprising fact is the relatively high number of deaths in this type of patients due to acute coronary disease
(myocardial infarction – MI). The vulnerability of hippocampal and frontal cortex cerebral structures is presented as obtained on animal model
consecutive to hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis hyperactivity and on theoretical model where the hypothalamic disconnectivity
determines the activation in the sympathetic autonomic nervous system, leading to heart disorders: high blood pressure, left ventricular
hypertrophy and coronary illness. Identifying the association of psychological risk factors, patients fitting in a model of psychosomatic
dominant personality traits, where the main risk factors are represented by inflexibility, guilt and self-accusation feelings, associated with
increase of biological indicators (proinflammatory factors, endothelial dysfunction and cytokine aggressiveness) and neuroimaging indicators
(frontal, temporal, hippocampal atrophy, ventriculomegaly, cerebellum atrophy). Changes identified post-mortem in the arterioles from the
frontal cortex were found also in the coronary vessels, suggesting a symmetric evolution The highlighted personality factors are responsible
for the decrease of adherence and compliance both in the psychiatric and the cardiologic treatment, the patient being exposed to behavioral
risks regarding life style and nutrition, factors that increase the risk for acute coronary accident. The psycho-neurobiological inspired theoretical
models argument the importance of a differentiated and customized approach of the patients with depressive disorder and suicidal ideation,
and they can be the base for initiating strategies for prevention of unfavorable evolution and risk of death by MI.
Keywords: cognitive dysfunction, neural disconnectivity, hyperactivity sympathetic syndrome, hypercortisolemia.

 Introduction
Major depressive illness currently affects about 16%
of the world’s population, and World Health Organization
(WHO) Reports show that by 2030 this disease will be a
major disability [1]. Major depressive illness is commonly
associated with chronic diseases: cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes, cancers, osteoporosis, respiratory diseases and
others [2–5].
In contrast with the development of medication
therapeutic strategy and cognitive behavioral psychotherapeutic techniques, the conclusions resulting from
data in the specialized literature emphasizes the existence
of a high rate of incomplete remissions for depressive
episode, approximately 40% of cases [6], factor associated
with the increase of cognitive disabilities and the risk of
severe somatic diseases and growing suicidal ideation.
This clinical condition associates residual symptoms, the
most frequent being anhedonia, insomnia, irritability,
tiredness and guilt, the latest ones representing the initial
element in the development of suicidal ideation. Depression
with incomplete remissions and the persistence or
augmentation of residual symptomatology may signal
therapeutic resistance [7].
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The high anxiety level and its constant increase
during the evolution of the disease, while diminishing
the social functionality, represents a strong indication
of non-responsiveness to the therapeutic strategies based
on cognitive or interpersonal psychotherapies, as well as
to antidepressant medication [8].
Depression with chronic evolution trend and multiple
illness episodes, persistent residual symptoms and increase
in the number of somatic comorbidities indicates an
escalation in the social functional disabilities [9].
The depression itself represents an independent risk
factor for the severe coronary and cardiovascular diseases,
increasing the death rate at a young age [10]. The
identified clinical and epidemiological data emphasize the
importance of multifactorial neurobiological mechanisms
of depression, which are frequently scotomized by
clinicians, prevailing the symptomatic evaluations in the
evolution of depression at the expense of the evaluations
based on biological markers.
The biological psychiatry has development interdisciplinary and translating pathogenic models and
demonstrated the discrepancy existing between the
evaluation of depression diagnosis by excessive use of
statistical diagnosis criteria – Diagnostic and Statistical
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Manual of Mental Disorders, 5 edition (DSM-5) and
International Classification of Diseases, 10th/11th revisions
(ICD-10/-11) or of psychometric scales for depression –
Hamilton Depression Scale (HDS) and Beck Depression

Inventory (BDI). This approach does not take into
consideration the multiple biological and cellular
mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of depression,
developing a pathogenic ‘iceberg’ (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – The pathogenic iceberg based on the discrepancy between the clinical and biological perspectives in the
diagnosis of depressive disorders. DSM-5: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition; ICD-11:
International Classification of Diseases, 11th revision; HDS: Hamilton Depression Scale; BDS: Beck Depression Scale;
HPA: Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal; AHT: Arterial hypertension; ANS: Autonomic nervous system; hCRP: Human
C-reactive protein; IL-6: Interleukin-6; TNF-alpha: Tumor necrosis factor-alpha; eNOS: Endothelial nitric oxide
synthase.

The current studies highlight the following data:
▪ High frequency of coronary illnesses in the persons
with depressive disorder [11], depression and coronary
heart disease are the main causes for severe social
dysfunction [12]. Depression is also considered an
independent risk factor for coronary artery disease
(CAD), acute myocardial infarction (MI) is preceded
with depression with moderate symptoms, anhedonia
and adynamia, amplified progressively in the last 4–5
years of life [13]. Patients with depression have a high
rate of coronary ischemia and development of a recurrent
MI [14], depression representing a predictor of the high
mortality risk compared with non-depressive patients.
The most frequent cardiovascular symptoms associated
with depression, prior to MI, are high blood pressure
(HBP) mainly systolic, associated or not with angina
pectoris episodes [15].
▪ Depression post-MI, irrespective of the patient’s age,
is associated with the decrease of cognitive capacities,
the main cause of non-compliance to medication treatment,
hygiene and dietary measures and life style changes.
Numerous studies underline that depression post-MI
is a high-risk indicator for sudden cardiac death (SCD).
Association with smoking and excessive alcohol
consumption, of HBP and diabetes in the last year prior
to MI amplifies risk for SCD.

▪ The therapeutic results obtained by associating
psychopharmacology with techniques specific to cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) demonstrate high rate of
therapeutic non-response confirming the theoretic concept
of therapeutic resistance [16]. Therapeutic resistance has
a major impact on increased mortality in young depressive
patients, both due to causes other than suicide, as well
as due to suicide [17]. The main causes of mortality not
including suicide, in men, are represented by cardiovascular illness, low social and economic status, obesity,
HBP and cognitive deficit [18]. Mortality through suicide
in treatment-resistant depression is significantly increasing,
although its mechanisms are not completely clarified [19].
The concern for deciphering biological and psychopharmacological models remains a constant of fundamental
clinical research for our team [20].
The current research is based on clinical evidence,
psychometric and neuroimaging evaluation, post-mortem
histopathological (HP) data, which together with the
fundamental translational research on animal model (rat)
can offer a theoretic pathogenic model in the depressive
disorder with suicidal ideation.
The pathogenic multifactorial model of the depression,
where social stress, hyperactivity in the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and in the sympathetic
autonomic nervous system play a central role. The
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plurality of genetic and traditional factors for the cardiovascular illness with major coronary impact determines
a progressive social dysfunctionality with loss of social
status, onset of suicidal ides and amplified risk of an
acute coronary event.
The studied group is represented by seven cases of
male patients, aged between 48 and 55 years, from urban
environment, recorded with the Psychology Cabinet in
the period 2013–2017, with HBP and risk of coronary
ischemia, left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), depression
with medium intensity and therapeutic resistance. The
therapeutic resistance was materialized by inconsistency
and therapeutic non-compliance (both to the cardiac and
psychotropic medication), vulnerable personality, family
and social stress, several depressive episodes with incomplete
remission (main residual symptoms being insomnia, physical
and intellectual tiredness, anxiety and decreased cognitive
abilities). The behavioral modification, consecutive with
the therapeutic resistance, lead to fluctuations between
pharmacological therapies and psychotherapeutic procedures.
The therapeutic failure and maintained stress conditions,
the poor response to therapies, brought to the symptomatic
forefront the medium intensity depression with onset
of guilt and uselessness feelings and suicidal thoughts.
Our study was retrospective, after patients’ demise, death
occurring in all cases following severe cardiovascular
events – MI. The HP images were obtained following HP
examination performed in the Forensic Medical Cabinet
in Craiova (Romania).
In historical retrospective, all cases arrived initially in
the psychotherapy sessions sent by the general practitioner
or brought by the family with a moderate depressive
symptomatology (Hamilton score between 18 and 21),
as a consequent reaction to the diagnosis of HBP with
coronary risk and LVH confirmed by electrocardiogram
(EKG). This hypertrophy is considered independent from
HBP, as a risk factor for cognitive disabilities [21]. Besides
the ventricular hypertrophy, these patients showed on
Doppler examination a narrowed internal carotid artery,
accompanied by tinnitus [22]. This ear, nose and throat
(ENT) symptom lead to a whole series of investigations,
suspecting specific conditions. Association of tinnitus and
narrowing of the internal carotid artery is frequent, and
this symptom increases nocturnal unrest and amplifies
insomnia and stress [23]. The pulsating character of tinnitus
can be also considered a clinical indicator for dissection
of internal carotid artery (Figure 2).
It is noticeable that HBP and risk of coronary condition
or LVH, proven by cardiologic examination, was scotomized
by the patients who denied the existence of the condition
in spite of the evidence, and the onset of depression and
incomplete remission with previously mentioned residual
symptoms triggered the suicidal ideation, which amplified
constantly during psychometric evaluation.
All patients followed inconstantly psychopharmacologic therapy in psychiatric cabinets, with antidepressant
substances from selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRI) class and anxiolytics of benzodiazepine type. The
therapeutic results were modest during the incomplete
remissions, with persisting depressive symptomatology,
anhedonia, insomnia and anxiety (residual remission)
with multiple cognitive and functional disabilities, which
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lead to loss of social and professional insertion and financial
stability thus increasing social stress.

Figure 2 – Stenosis in proximal portion of internal
carotid artery of approximately 40% (color and pulsed
Doppler) in a patient with depression, HBP, tinnitus
(Collection of Dragoş Camen, MD, PhD – 2018). HBP:
High blood pressure.

The functional alteration of cognitive circuits has
significantly limited the capacities of this type of
depressive patient for compensating through cognitive
resilience mechanisms and alternative coping. These
disabilities have deepened the guilt and uselessness
feelings, and the cardiologic care was neglected, being
considered as another economic burden. In this context,
the warning signal determining the subjects or their
families to refer to psychotherapy was the insidious onset
of suicidal ideation and the persistence of such ideas
in the background of incomplete remissions and cardiovascular symptoms.
The structured interviews and performed psychological
tests show in all patients included in the group similar
psychological traits, such as: attitude and ideation rigidity,
emotional imbalance, subclinical depression, pronounced
hyper-persevering personality, increased impulsiveness,
use and abuse of alcohol, tobacco, coffee. Behavioral
imbalance and amplified social and family dysfunctionality
was recorded following job loss – in three cases resignation,
in the others unemployment.
The patients were included in a non-pharmacologic
therapy program of cognitive behavioral psychotherapy
with modest results.
The patients in the studied group benefited from at
least one neuroimaging and cardiologic assessment prior
to presence in the clinical psychology cabined, and the
interval between the last psychological consultation and
death through MI was of minimum six months. The
retrospective performance of the observational study was
determined by the onset of depression amidst the family
members, who asked for psychotherapeutic help, informing
us on the demise of the patients. Subsequently, we obtained
the agreement for post-mortem processing of clinical,
psychological, imaging and HP data, the family being
reassured that the data in the study will improve the
prognosis of this psychiatric disorder.
Based on these data, we noticed the highly intense and
dramatic impact of these forms of depressive disorders,
argumenting for the continuation of the study with the
objective to identify a theoretic translational psycho-
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neurobiological model for the depressive disorder with
suicidal ideation and of potential risk factors that would
allow for a personalized therapeutic approach and a
differentiated prophylaxis.
 Theoretical assumptions
The neurobiological and neurohormonal mechanisms
involved in depression are dominated by the hyperactivity
in the HPA axis, determining the hyperactivity of the
endogenous cortisol. The hyperactivity of the endogenous
cortisol associated the increase in glutamate activity and
decrease of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) activity,
mechanism that is at the basis of excitotoxicity and
neuronal apoptosis in the cognitive circuits’ structures in

the hippocampus and frontal cortex, their main structures.
The cognitive circuits involve multiple connections of
the hippocampus and frontal cortex with: cingulate cortex,
cerebral amygdala, thalamus, hypothalamus, nucleus
accumbens, parietal and temporal cortex. The biological
basis for the onset and progression of the cognitive
dysfunction is represented by the inter-structural disconnectivities, which may take different aspects dependent on
the involvement of each cerebral structure in cognition
(Figure 3). The locking-in between the cognitive structure
for processing information (hippocampus, thalamus,
nucleus accumbens, cingulate cortex) and the ones for
emotional behavior control (cerebral amygdala, temporal
cortex) is the basis for the suicidal ideation and behavior.

Figure 3 – Theoretical model of cognitive circuits in depression. HPA: Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal.

HPA hyperactivity is exacerbated in the case of
deepened depression by social, emotional or economic
stress factors.
We consider that the neurobiological models in
depression grant a low importance to the involvement
in this disorder’s mechanisms of the dysfunctional
disturbance of the autonomic nervous system. The
relationship between depression and the risk of severe
cardiovascular illness is well known. The depression in
itself is considered as an independent risk factor in the
evolution of such suffering.
The dysfunctionality of the autonomic nervous system
is achieved by the relation existing between the hypothalamic
nuclear structures represented by the hypothalamic parvocellular nucleus (PVC) with the emerging area for release
of noradrenaline (NA) in the brain, locus coeruleus (LC).
This relation induces a hyperactivity of the sympathetic
system. This hyperactivity is the basis for the risk of onset
of coronary ischemic pathology and MI.

The hyperactivity of the sympathetic system acts
in depression in synergy with the hyperactivity of the
HPA axis, each of these dysfunctional states amplifying
differentiated biological mechanisms (Figure 4). The
hyperactivity of the HPA axis, through high cortisol levels,
fosters important comorbidities HBP, acute coronary
syndrome (ACS), diabetes and metabolic syndrome,
comorbidities supported by cellular mechanisms dominated
by the endothelial dysfunction, a highly proinflammatory
activity, and disturbance of the immune mechanisms.
Hyper-glutamatergic effects induced by the high level
of endogenous cortisol favor neuronal apoptosis in hippocampus and frontal cortex, but also a disconnectivity for
these structure and cognitive circuits. Thus, an imbalance
of neurotransmitter homeostasis occurs, reverberating in
the small cerebral vessels or in the heart and other organs,
leading to coronary illness with high risk of MI or of
cerebral blood vessels, anticipating stock.
The dominant or hyperactivity of the sympathetic
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system generates a major disturbance of the autonomic
nervous system, which acts independent but synergic with
some mechanisms induced by HPA hyperactivity, inducing
HBP, favoring arrhythmia and unpredictable changes in
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the cardiac rhythm, facilitating metabolic syndrome,
cognitive dysfunctions and onset of depressive ideation
with suicide content.

Figure 4 – Synergic mechanisms of HPA hyperactivity and of sympathetic autonomic nervous system hyperactivity,
involved in the theoretic model of the depressive disorder with vascular cardiac cerebral risk and suicide risk. HPA:
Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal; AHT: Arterial hypertension; ACS: Acute coronary syndrome; 5-HT: 5-Hydroxytryptamine (serotonin); DA: Dopamine; NA: Noradrenaline; Ach: Acetylcholine; ANS: Autonomic nervous system.

The hyperactivity of the sympathetic system induces
the risk of atherosclerosis in big blood vessels, but
activates in the blood platelets by increasing the release
of platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), mechanism that
is undoubtedly linked to the increase thrombotic risk.
In depression, the link existing between the hypothalamus
and LC amplifies the vessel motric tone of coronaries over
which it normally exercises a modulating control. The loss
of this control is consequent to the installation of the
endothelial dysfunction in the coronary vessels by synergic
mechanism with HPA hyperactivity.
Hyper-sympathetic activity brings on coronary
constriction and myocardial ischemia. The onset of
myocardial ischemia stimulates the LC through the
hypothalamic stations, activation that determines excessive
release of NA, which in turn amplifies coronary constriction,
leading to a vicious circle [24].
The use of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitor in the case of depressive disorder with HBP and
myocardial suffering may bring benefits by reducing the
need for oxygen in the left ventricular system, often
hypertrophied from HBP [25].
A second benefit from these therapies is reflected in
the capacity for neurohormone modulation, reducing the
hyper-stimulation of hypothalamus for LC, reducing the

release of NA both in central level and in myocardial
extracellular level, thus diminishing significantly the
coronary constriction in the areas with arterial hypoperfusion.
The efficiency of psychotherapeutic strategies in the
depressive disorder with suicidal risk behavior is dependent
on the conservation of the functional and structural integrity
for the cognitive circuits controlled by the hippocampus
and frontal cortex. Thus, avoiding the atrophy and
disconnectivity of the hippocampus and frontal cortex
become the important target for the preventive therapeutic
strategies for the depressive disorder with suicidal ideation
(Figure 5). The association in the theoretical neurobiological model of the consequences from HPA axis
hyperactivity and sympathetic autonomic nervous system
hyperactivity may frequently lead to a somatic “mask”
generated mainly by the occurrence of HBP and personality
changes, which lead to delay of the psychiatric diagnosis.
This delay and the use of inadequate cardiologic medication
enhances the risk for onset of cognitive deficit, significantly reducing the therapeutic efficiency of cognitive
behavioral psychotherapies, increasing the risk of suicidal
behavior and the progression of cognitive defectuation.
An advanced age in the presence of depression may be
associated with the risk of triggering neurodegenerative
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elements aggressiveness, associated with vascular minimal
cognitive dysfunction, favoring Alzheimer’s disease [26].
Primary diminishing in the efficiency of central cholinergic
transmission and usage of tricyclic antidepressant medication
with anticholinergic action may amplify and precipitate the

cognitive deterioration [27]. The blockage of acetylcholine
(ACh) receptors from the cognitive structure determines the
indirect stimulation of hypothalamic nuclei and provokes
the hyperactivity in the sympathetic autonomic nervous
system, who in turn amplifies cognitive deterioration.

Figure 5 – Model for cognitive dysfunction in the depression with risky suicidal behavior. HPA: Hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal; ANS: Autonomic nervous system.

The studies on animal model (rat) performed by our
team using intraperitoneal administered Dexamethasone
as equivalent of the increased endogenous cortisol activity
highlighted neuronal modifications in the frontal cortex
(Figure 6) and hippocampus (Figure 7), confirming the
neurotoxic effect, due to the excessive glutamate level
consequent to HPA hyperactivity in depression.
Post-mortem studies performed on biological material

harvested from patients in our group (patients with
depressive disorder and suicidal ideation), deceased from
MI. HP examination showed changes in the cerebral
structural elements both in the frontal cortex (Figure 8)
and the hippocampus (Figure 9) reinforcing the previously
stated theoretical hypothesis. It also showed modifications
of the cerebral vessels in the frontal cortex arterioles, by
endoarterial obliteration (Figure 10).

Figure 6 – Structural modifications in the frontal cortex after intraperitoneal administered Dexamethasone: (A) Control –
normal aspect of frontal cortex showing the neocortex stratification and increased neuronal density; (B) After seven
days of Dexamethasone administration – nuclear pyknosis, neuronal depopulation in layers 1 and 2 with neurons
agglomeration in level 3; (C) After 14 days – pronounced neuronal destruction, with few neuronal “ghosts” and neuropil
with vacuole-type spongiform changes. Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) staining: (A and B) ×100; (C) ×200.
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Figure 7 – Structural modifications of the hippocampus after intraperitoneal administered Dexamethasone: (A) Control –
normal aspect of hippocampus; (B) Neuronal destruction and vacuoles after seven days of Dexamethasone administration,
areas of interruptions in the connection continuity of hippocampal neurons in CA1–CA3 areas and thinning of neurons
layer in this last area; (C) After 14 days, the neuronal destruction is significantly increased in the dentate gyrus.
Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) staining: (A and B) ×100; (C) ×200. CA: Cornu Ammonis.

Figure 8 – Images in the frontal cortex
taken post-mortem: (A) Frontal cortex
with neuronal loss especially in the
superficial layers; (B) Presentation of
neuronal destruction in “columns”,
comprising almost the entire thickness
of the brain cortex. Anti-NeuN antibody
immunostaining: (A) ×100; (B) ×200.
NeuN: Neuronal nuclear protein.

Figure 9 – Post-mortem images of the hippocampal area: (A) Asymmetric neuronal destruction predominant in CA3
area, CA1 emergence area presenting a significantly lower neuronal damage – a tendency for interruption of interneuronal connection from CA3 area can be identified and an intense white matter vacuolation; (B) Increased neuronal
damage with almost total loss of CA3 area; (C) Intense neuronal damage both in CA1 area, taking a thread shape
with total neuronal loss in CA3 area – white matter vacuolation is dramatically accentuated. Anti-NeuN antibody
immunostaining: (A and B) ×100; (C) ×40. CA: Cornu Ammonis; NeuN: Neuronal nuclear protein.
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Figure 10 – Modifications in the frontal cortex arterioles show a massive thickening of the wall and vascular endothelium (A)
and a hyaline modification associated with thickened vascular endothelium (B). Anti-CD34 antibody immunostaining:
(A) ×200; (B) ×100. CD34: Cluster of differentiation 34.

Vascular changes in the arterioles from the
frontal cortex
Vascular changes in the arterioles from the frontal
cortex highlights modifications in the arterial endothelium
in various evolution stages, which we tried to associated
with the modifications in the myocardial arterioles, with
surprising results (Figure 11).
The presentation of the vascular changes in the cerebral
and myocardial levels are similar from HP perspective,
suggesting joint pathogenic mechanisms, in the case of
patients with depressive disorder, underlining the role of
proinflammatory factors and endothelial dysfunction in
the case of depression with incomplete remission.
Neuroimaging data
The neuroimaging data evaluated in the study, after
the patients’ demise through MI, have objectified the
atrophies in the frontal cortex, ventriculomegaly, atrophic
modification in the parietal cortex and cerebellum atrophy
with calcification of choroid plexus and pineal gland
(Figures 12 and 13).

 Neurobiological and psychosomatic
perspective of depression
Depression under debilitating factors, dominated by
the psychosocial stress and type II personality traits,
by increase in the HPA axis activity and high cortisol
levels, favors endothelial dysfunctions and the depression
becomes an independent risk factor for the evolution of
the coronary disease.
The presence of suicidal ideation, amplified by anxiety,
social stress and therapeutic non-compliance, may suggest
primary cognitive dysfunctions, installed by alteration of
the cortical hippocampal cognitive circuits, the patient
being unable to use own cognitive resilience mechanisms
to depressing and canceling the value of the psychotherapeutic cognitive intervention.
This type of depression associated, from the biological
point of view, an important endothelial dysfunction
favorable in the coronary system level.
LVH may evolve independently from HBP by nonspecific myocardial hypertrophy mechanisms.

Figure 11 – Vascular modifications in the myocardial arterioles, post-mortem: (A) Myocardial arterioles with discontinued
endothelium and a well-developed arteriosclerosis process (Anti-CD34 antibody immunostaining, ×200); (B) Myocardial
arterioles with wall highly affected by arteriosclerosis, associated with almost complete disappearance of muscle cells
(myocytes) in the vascular wall (Anti-α-SMA antibody immunostaining, ×400). CD34: Cluster of differentiation 34;
α-SMA: Alpha-smooth muscle actin.
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Figure 12 – CT imaging highlight: (A) Significant frontal atrophy with ventriculomegaly; (B) Incipient frontal atrophy,
with posterior ventriculomegaly and discreet cerebellum atrophy; (C) Ventriculomegaly with left parietal atrophy and
choroid plexus and pineal gland calcifications. CT: Computed tomography.

Figure 13 – MRI highlight: (A) Frontal atrophy with discreet left hippocampal atrophy; (B) Frontal atrophy with
bilateral hippocampal atrophy; (C) Marked bilateral hippocampal atrophy (1/3 of the hippocampal volume) with frontal
atrophy. MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.

The increase in the left ventricular mass and decrease
in the arterial perfusion capacity due to endothelial
dysfunction brings to the discussion of the theoretical
model the involvement of the autonomic nervous system,
especially the sympathetic system hyperactivity, being
associated with the disturbance of the cerebral vascular
perfusion function consecutive to the alteration of the
cardiac functionality, as well as through indirect activations of disconnectivity between the amygdala, frontal
cortex and cortical–limbic systems (Figure 14).
The decrease in the cardiac pump capacity may explain
the cerebral arterial hypoperfusion of the hippocampal
circuits which, associated with endogenous hypercortisolemia and decrease of neuroprotective factors (brainderived neurotrophic factor – BDNF), determines the
apoptosis mechanisms in the hippocampus (neuronal death).
Confirmed by clinical and psychometric evaluation that
identifies the lowering in the performances and cognitive
abilities, of intellectual flexibility and respectively of
the coping and resilience capacity.
The HP elements confirm in all seven cases the
hippocampal atrophy, with massive neuron loss, both in
the dentate gyrus and in the CA1, CA3 area (CA: Cornu
Ammonis – Ammon cortex).
The alteration in the entire hippocampal structure
determines discontinuity in the cognitive circuits between
hippocampus and thalamus, correlated with diminished
cognitive flexibility and the presence of a “vegetative
storm” mimicking panic attacks. Moreover, in the proposed

theoretic model, an important role is played by the
hypothalamic structure that connects the autonomic
nervous system structures and normally ensures the
balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic
systems. The disconnectivity of the hypothalamic system
amplifies the hippocampus–amygdala disconnectivity
and strengthens the appearance of autolytic ideation,
while through locked-in connections with frontal cortex
determines a compulsive behavior with increased verbal
and attitude aggressiveness. Based on theoretical data, the
existence of a real neurobiological model of the depressive
disorder with suicidal ideation can be supported.
The neurobiological vulnerabilities underlined by
the presented theoretical model are highlighted by the
personality modifications and particularities of these
patients. It was apparent that various combinations between
personality factors and risk factors for the coronary
disease may take polymorphic aspects.
From neurobiological point of view, the personality
traits were associated with the decrease in the serotonin
level in the cerebral and peripheral level, this deficit being
amplified by psychotraumatic events from childhood and
associated with a behavioral model dominated by lack of
inhibition and anxiety, and increase aggressiveness and
impulsivity, which evolve against the background of a
type D personality characterized by a hostile anxious
depressive disposition, negative processing of emotional
information, excessive interiorization of interpersonal
conflicts and emotional reactive tendencies, inadequate
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hyperergia that may lead to antisocial actions. Type D
personality was also associated with the tendency to collect
and stock negative life experiences, which amplifies
hostility in interpersonal relationship, although the patient
is repressed from the social relationships perspective.

This type of personality was considered in several studies
as an independent risk factor for acute coronary or
cardiovascular events [28]. The serotoninergic deficiency
associated in blood level an increase in platelet aggregation,
favoring MI [29].

Figure 14 – Theoretical neurobiological model of depression with suicidal risk: (A) Normal connection of hypothalamus
with nervous autonomic system, frontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala and limbic system; (B) Disconnectivity of
hypothalamus with nervous autonomic system, frontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala and limbic system in depression
with suicidal behavior risk. HPA: Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal; GABA: Gamma-aminobutyric acid; BNST: Bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis; PVN: Paraventricular nucleus.

In their turn, type A personality traits are associated
with increased risk for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
events, the main features in this personality type being
represented by excessive competitiveness determined
by mobilization of the entire personality structure for
reaching the proposed objective, most frequently this
surpassing the subjects’ capacities. The discrepancy between
proposed targets and incapacity to achieve generates
extreme hostility [30, 31]. Type A (coronary-prone)
personality has as neurobiochemical layer the dopamine
(DA) deficiency [32], which in first stage generates
behavior, depression, anhedonia and alteration of working
memory. Primary hypodopaminergia is activated through
the intervention of social stress and increase of HPA axis
activity, hyperglutamatergia activating DA and generating
symptoms like suspiciousness, interpretativity and
“paranoid”-type traits. Dopaminergic hyperactivity triggers
secondary serotoninergic deficiency with increased platelet
aggregation and amplified risk of acute coronary accident.
In the depressive persons with infarction, the difficulty
to adapt to the conditions imposed by the status of cardiovascular subject comes from the fact that the patient
denies the importance of the disease and enters traditional
competitiveness, wishing to be socially functional (social

pseudo-recovery). Type D (distressed) personality cluster
for these patients with primary diminished serotonin levels
determine the amplified hostility and vulnerability to
stress conditions.
The recent psychosomatic studies emphasize “the
background emotional suffering”, defined by negative
emotional feelings joined by social isolation, amplifying
social stress and guilt feelings, psychological factors
that precipitate the onset of coronary disease. Unlike the
episodic character of depression, the background emotional
suffering (personality endo-phenotype marker) acts
throughout the person’s life, becoming an important factor
in the strategies for recovery of the depressive disorder
with acute or chronic coronary ischemic component.
In the presence of depressive syndromes, the clinical
psychologist can identify the personality factors with risk
for cardiac vascular diseases. From the clinical practice
point of view, the psychosomatics has drawn base on
standardized work instruments (questionnaires) several
personality types [33] with increased cu risk for cardiac
vascular diseases:
▪ Type A is the “Sisyphus personality”, the one who
wants to achieve as much as possible in the shortest time
and by overcoming obstacles. Although largely accepted
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several decades ago, type A (and its opposite, type B,
the phlegmatic with no predisposition to cardiovascular
diseases) has demonstrated its limits over time, and
cardiovascular risk was significantly correlated with social
stress and aggressiveness.
▪ Type D personality (distressed) was correlated with
the risk of cardiovascular diseases following identification
of some long-term psychosocial stress conditions in the
majority of patients who developed ischemic cardiopathy,
HBP, atherosclerosis with various locations.
Type D personality is defined by a general affinity
to psychological suffering and combination of negative
affectivity with social inhibition, anhedonia, anxiety and
permanent mask of concern towards any negative personal
or social situation through which the patient avoids any
social interaction. Fitting patients in the type D personality
cluster is based on an interrogation questionnaire (D Scale
14) based on 14 simple questions whose response consists
on a Likert 5 points scale (0–4). The questionnaire is split
on two basic categories – negative affectivity and social
inhibition. The patient is considered a type D personality
if the sum of points for each category is at least 10.
The subcategory of negative affectivity is supported
by the tendency to experience basic negative emotions in
different moments and situations, including depressive
state, anxiety, anger, hostile feelings.
The subcategory of social inhibition or the tendency
to mask emotional states can be described as the fear for
exposure to social interaction to avoid potential negative
reactions that may come from the others.
It was observed that in the patients with high scores
in both categories the prevalence of cardiac disease is
higher than in the patients who obtained high scores only
for negative affectivity. This indicates the importance of
the manner in which patients manage and succeed to
manifest their negative feelings.
Numerous studies have monitored the physiopathological modifications determining the onset of cardiovascular diseases in persons with type D personality.
Thus, correlations could be made between psychosocial
components characteristic to this personality type with
disturbances of the HPA axis with increase of the
endogenous cortisol level, impacting proinflammatory
factors and endothelial dysfunction in the coronary
arterial wall and increase of the sympathetic vegetative
nervous system tonus and metabolic and oxygen deficit
in the coronary territory exposed to acute ischemic attack
risk. HPA hyperactivity can be enhanced by depression
and stress and plays an important role in the patients
with coronary disease prior to depression, the psychopathogenic mechanisms being influenced by specialized
psychotherapeutic intervention that may improve the
resilience to stress and re-balance the increase HPA activity
and decrease in the sympathetic vegetative system. The
personality factor, respectively type D personality, can
be responsible for the quality of the psychobiological
response to stress, re-balancing or not the neurohormonal
and metabolic homeostasis in direct relation with the
individual’s genetic predisposition and intensity of the
environment factors [34].
Patients with acute coronary syndrome with type D
personality showed increased levels of endogenous cortisol,
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confirming the hypothesis of HPA axis involvement in
the disconnectivity of the cognitive circuits (neuronal
atrophy in the hippocampus and frontal cortex) with
diminished capacities of cognitive resilience. High level
of cortisol is a marker anticipating unfavorable evolution
both in the depressive disorder as well as the acute
coronary episode [35]. In the patients with type D
personality, social interactions can provoke distress states,
insecurity, anxiety and negative emotions. Following
exposure to stress, the hypothalamus produces corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), stimulating the pituitary
gland to release adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) into
circulation, resulting in frequent cortisol releases. Normally,
stress-induced cortisol secretion overlaps with the basal
circadian cortisol release. Continuous or frequent stress
leads to exaggerated cortisol secretion, with negative effects
on the cardiovascular system. The disturbances in the
HPA axis were correlated with multiple cardiovascular
risk factors, such as obesity, hypercholesterolemia, and
hypertriglyceridemia and increased cardiac frequency.
Excessive cortisol may advance to cardiac diseases
through several mechanisms:
▪ The inhibition of the growth factor and gonad axis is
associated with relative risk for premature cardiovascular
disease in adults.
▪ It stimulates the deposits of fat in visceral level,
effect that is exacerbated by the deficit of anabolic
hormones, favoring the onset of metabolic syndrome
with dyslipidemia, increased insulin resistance, hyperinsulinism and low glucose tolerance (development of
somatic comorbidities).
We mention the importance of background emotional
suffering (emotional stress and empathy deficits), characteristic to type D personality, in triggering the processes
leading to coronary disease. The behavioral effects are
indirectly manifested through sedentary life style, unhealthy
diet, lack of treatment compliance and avoidance of
dispensary or directly by amplifying the neurohormonal
and neurovegetative autonomic system dysfunctions,
favoring the development of depression and anxiety.
Consequently, highlighting type D personality in
psychometric evaluations may indicated the persons
predisposed to coronary diseases, and based on this data,
personalized prophylactic treatment can be initiated,
the psychotherapy strategies aiming at reducing stress
provoked by emotional suffering.
As long as type D personality does not develop
depression or modifications in the coronary status provable
by cardiologic examination, the treatment for re-balancing
emotional coping and increase stress resilience can be
predominantly psychological, concentrated on increasing
patient’s life quality and his social reintegration. CBTs
can be used in onset of depression only in the absence
of cognitive deficits associated with atrophies in the
hippocampus, frontal and temporal–parietal cortex evidenced
through neuroimaging examinations. The occurrence of
these neuroimaging markers implies damaging cognitive
circuits and limits the efficacy of CBTs. In this context
the high levels for the proinflammatory, cytokines or
endothelial dysfunction biological markers associated with
exaggerated reactiveness of cardiac functions consecutive
to hyperactivity in the sympathetic vegetative system
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represents an important risk indicator for coronary diseases.
The use of antidepressant will be customized depending
on the personality type (type A or D), taking into account
the benefits and risks of associating the SSRI antidepressant medication.
The role of the serotoninergic system deficit is
associated with the impulsive suicidal behavior, and the
studies on animal model proved the link between the
nuclei of the dorsal raphe (the emergence area of the
serotoninergic system) with the cognitive structures,
respectively the hippocampus and the frontal cortex,
especially the orbital–frontal area, as well as with the
structures controlling affectivity, reward and emotional
response especially through the connections between
cerebral amygdala and the nucleus accumbens [36]. The
atrophies of the prefrontal cortex compromise the social
and moral behavior and amplify cognitive inflexibility,
important components of the neurobiological support for
antisocial personalities [37]. At the same time, there is
a loss of the emphatic capacity, consecutively to the
disconnectivity among frontal cortex, cerebral amygdala,
insular and cingulate cortex [38].
Empathy alteration also represents an indicator of
possible inter-hemispheric disconnectivity, consecutive
with the lesions of the corpus callosum, which renders
impossible the activation of “mirror neurons”, especially
in the limbic areas [39], frequently associated with the
alteration of social integration behaviors [40].
Based on results underlined in our study, several
conclusions can be emphasized with applicability in
clinical practice:
▪ The theoretic translational pathogenic model for
the depressive disorder with suicidal ideation underlines
the importance of structural, functional and connective
conservation of the hippocampus and frontal cortex, thus
ensuring a good capacity of cognitive resilience;
▪ Disconnectivity of cognitive circuits stresses the
risk of unfavorable evolution of depressive disorders
by progression of cognitive disabilities and risk of
cardiovascular and somatic comorbidities, loss of social
functionality and onset of suicidal ideation nucleus. In
this respect, the hippocampal and frontal cortex atrophies
can be considered neuroimaging markers for this type
of evolution and an indicator for the inefficiency of the
cognitive behavioral psychotherapies;
▪ The hypothalamus dysfunction and hyperactivity
in the sympathetic autonomic nervous system amplifies
the risk for chronic or acute coronary suffering (MI), as
well as cognitive dysfunctions and suicidal ideation;
▪ Endogenous hypercortisolemia in the depressive
disorder is secondary to HPA axis hyperactivity, generating
atrophies and neuronal damages from hippocampus and
frontal cortex and obstructive modifications in the
coronary arteries, internal carotid and cerebral arteries,
through proinflammatory and endothelial dysfunctional
mechanisms (depression cellular mechanisms). These
clinical markers supported by biological and neuroimaging
markers anticipate the evolutionary risks for depression,
as well as the pharmacological and psychotherapeutic
resistance.
▪ HBP, diabetes, obesity and cardiometabolic syndrome
are somatic comorbidities frequently associated with

depression with unfavorable evolution and hypercortisolemia.
These increase the risk of cognitive deterioration and acute
cardiac and cerebral vascular accidents, raise significantly
the cost of care and lower the life quality of the patients
and their family.
▪ The presence of tinnitus can be an indirect indicator
of internal carotid artery obstruction and a major stress
factor amplifying cardiovascular risk.
▪ Recognition of the theoretical validity of the presented
translational pathogenic models for depression, as well
as incomplete remissions where the descending trend in
the intensity of depressive symptoms is in contrast with
the ascending trend of cellular biological markers of
depression (Figure 15), would allow for preventive
measures of the evolution risk including acute coronary
accidents.

Figure 15 – Correct evaluation of the clinical components and biological markers in the remission
graph for depressive disorder. DSM-5: Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition;
ICD-10/-11: International Classification of Diseases,
10th/11th revision; HDS: Hamilton Depression Scale;
BDS: Beck Depression Scale.

▪ Re-evaluation of the role and importance of
specialized psychological interventions lead to outlining
a personality profile specific to persons leaning towards
suicidal tentative, for the depressive disorder with suicidal
ideation and risk behavior. This profile was obtained
by correlating the characteristics specific for type D
personality with Big Five factorial model. The advantage
consists instead of evaluating exclusive the individual
elements precipitating suicidal behavior respectively:
depression, anxiety, hostility, social isolation – we evaluate
a multi-dimensional dynamic model by corroborating
precipitating individual elements, with the fundamental
psychological features emphasized by the Big Five factorial
model, respectively:
(1) Assertivity – known also as surgency;
(2) Agreeability – capacity to get sympathy;
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(3) Dependability – scrupulousness;
(4) Emotiveness – known also as anxiety and neuroticism;
(5) Intelligence – known also as culture, intellect and
openness.
These fundamental traits can be additionally correlated
with genetic and epigenetic factors determining behavioral
expression through life style and coping capacities
characteristic to each person.
For the patients in the studied group, the data from
psychological examination fulfill the criteria for the
type D personality: anhedonic, anxious and preoccupied
and tries to mask these feelings by avoiding social
interactions, with scores above 10 in the social inhibition
and negative affectivity scales. Evaluation of the personality
type offers a static information, “a snap-shot at the
examination moment”, while the use of the Big Five
model can offer a motion picture in the dynamics of the
psychological profile for the patients with depressive
disorders, coronary or cardiovascular suffering and suicidal
ideation. The common features in the evaluation with the
Big Five model for the patients in the group were the
following:
▪ Assertiveness negatively correlated with: shy, calm,
sheepish, withdrawn, introvert, timid, lonely, inhibited,
not adventurous, and reserved;
▪ Agreeability positively correlated with: nice, understanding, thoughtful, warm, generous, amenable, collaborative, kind, amicable, trustworthy;
▪ Dependability positively correlated with: efficient,
organized, prompt, systematic, thorough, attentive, practical,
presentable, constant, and scrupulous;
▪ Motiveness positively correlated with: anxious,
irritated, envious, jealous, nervous, capricious, sensitive,
exalted, fearful, self-pity, unsecure, temperamental, irritable,
and emotional;
▪ Intelligence negatively correlated with: uncreative,
unimaginative, unreflexive, missing depth, uninquisitive,
lacking perception or understanding, superficial, simple,
and unsophisticated.
The Big Five evaluation model for the psychological
profile can be correlated with dimensional personality
models used by DSM-5, based on the model of the fivefactor model of general personal structure [41]. The five
factors analyzed can be represented by neuroticism,
extraversion, openness, agreeableness and conscientiousness,
which in the case of depression with suicidal component
are each strongly associated with significant characteristics:
▪ Neuroticism with emotional instability, insecurity,
depressivity;
▪ Extraversion with anhedonia, social withdrawal;
▪ Openess with eccentricity, inflexibility;
▪ Agreeableness with gullibility;
▪ Conscientiousness with workaholism, perfectionism.
Independent from the presented psychometric evaluations, the relationship existing between the suicidal risk
in depression and the increased suicidal risk is recognized
[42] and the stress conditions especially the social one
amplify the cardiovascular risk [43]. Association of the
type D personality with cardiovascular comorbidities
and loss of social support represent risk factors both in
depression and in coronary diseases [44]. In the same
sense, it underlines the important increase in the endogenous
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cortisol level in the patients with type D personality that
survived an acute coronary syndrome [45]. Theoretical
data we presented are based on neuroimaging clinical
psychometric correlated with post-mortem anatomic and
HP data and translational aspects revealed by studies on
animal model [46].
 Conclusions
Procuring possibilities to examine the evolution risks
in the depressive disorder with suicidal ideation allows
for primary, secondary and tertiary prophylactic measures,
which may significantly improve the prognosis for this
disease. An important contribution in our study is
represented by the opportunity to draw real risk models,
based on new neurobiological arguments through the
contribution of imbalances in the autonomic nervous system
and especially of the hyperactivity in the sympathetic
vegetative system, consecutive to the disconnectivity with
hypothalamic and LC structures. Thus, the cognitive deficit
is amplified, as well as intensified suicidal ideation and
risk for acute coronary suffering or sudden death through
MI. The evaluation of personality traits with the identification of the type D psychosomatic model and the
correlation with the Big Five model for the psychological
profile can predict the unfavorable evolution of depression
and the risk of acute CAD. These theoretical models are
important both for the practice of the clinical psychologist,
and in the psychiatric or cardiologic practice. The limits
of the study are represented by the low number of cases
included in the study group the research is based on,
but the practical importance of our scientific endeavor
motivates us to continue the research in the foregoing
directions, since the future studies may validate or invalidate
the presented theoretical hypothesis.
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